
TransitCheck
INTEGRATED FLEET MANAGEMENT

TransitCheck is an integrated system for vehicle fleets that require pre-trip, post-trip, driver 
swap, maintenance and safety inspections. The system manages inspections, basic mainte-
nance, reports, and other optional features including vehicle location, driver management, 
and automation of paper forms such as incident reports. Inspections can be fully customized 
by the customer via an easy to use portal at any time at no additional cost, and there can be 
an unlimited number of inspection types per vehicle.

E-MAIL FOR A NO OBLIGATION ON-LINE DEMONSTRATION

demoflyer@transit-check.com
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Inspections are completed 
by a driver following an easy 
to follow template. Virtually 
no training is required to use 
the TransitCheck App. 
Pictures and comments for 
warned or failed items are 
instantly noted for follow up.

Inspections
TransitCheck uses GPS to 
track the driver walking 
around the vehicle and 
record the time when each 
item is inspected. The results 
will stand up to auditor 
scrutiny. No hardware has to 
be attached to the vehicle.

Inspection Assurance Inspection Data
Download TransitCheck App 
from the Google Play Store, 
and you are in business. The 
interface is so simple it needs 
almost no training to use – 
saving you time and money.  
You can customize it to fit 
your needs without having to 
pay for an update.

Easy To Use

transitcheck FEATURES

At about $0.50 a day per 
vehicle, less than the cost of 
paper forms. Digital inspec-
tion data is instantly 
available for maintenance, 
action, auditing and measur-
ing results. Month to month, 
annual or multi-year terms 
are available.

Low Cost
The TransitCheck App runs 
on Android tablets. Custom-
ers can provide their own 
tablets or source qualified 
tablets from us. A single 
tablet can inspect your whole 
fleet, no need to be paired to 
a single vehicle or driver.

Android Tablet
TransitCheck is globally 
hosted in Amazon, the most 
secure, fastest and reliable 
“cloud” computing service. 
The web portal is accessible 
at any time through common 
web browsers by authorized 
users anywhere in the world. 

Web Portal
We can set up your inspec-
tions for you, or you can 
make changes yourself in 
real time, at no additional 
cost. Changes to drivers, 
vehicles or templates made 
on the portal sync to the 
tablets in minutes.

Customizable

www.transit-check.com   |   (747) 254-0357

Unlike other systems, with 
TransitCheck you own your 
inspection data and have 
direct access to retrieve all 
your data for your own 
analytic purposes at no 
additional cost. Standard 
reports are built in and can 
be customized.
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